Type two cuts, bad cuts and very bad cuts are introduced in KL for studying the relationship between Loeb measure and U-topology of a hyper nite time line in an ! 1 -saturated nonstandard universe. The questions concerning the existence of those cuts are asked there. In this paper we answer, fully or partially, some of those questions by showing that: 1 type-two cuts exist, 2 the @ 1 -isomorphism property implies that bad cuts exist, but no bad cuts are very bad.
Introduction
All nonstandard universes mentioned in this paper are ! 1 -saturated. Given a nonstandard universe V , let N denote the set of all positive integers in V and N denote the set of all standard positive integers. A non-empty initial segment U of N under the natural order of N is called a cut if U is closed under addition, i.e. 8x; y 2 U x + y 2 U is true. For example, N is the smallest cut and N is the largest cut. There are several ways of constructing new cuts from given cuts shown in KL . For example, if U is a cut and x is an element i n N, then the set xU = fy 2 N : 9z 2 U y x z g is a cut. If the element x is in N r U, then the set x=U = fy 2 N : 8z 2 U y x=zg is also a cut. could also beviewed as an analogue of order topology note that the natural order topology of H is discrete. Given x; y 2 H , de ne a U y i jx , yj 2 U. Then it is easy to see that U is an equivalence relation here we use the fact that U is closed under addition. Let x 2 H . A U equivalence class containing x is called a U-monad of x. Given x; y 2 H . De ne x U y i x y and x 6 U y. For any x; y 2 H let Ix; y = fz 2 H : x U z U yg:
Then the U-topology of H is actually the topology generated by open intervals" Ix; y for all x; y 2 H. So a U-topology is like an order topology by ordering all U-monads.
Given a hyper nite time line H. There is a natural way to de ne a probability measure called Loeb measure on H. For any i n ternal subset A of H let A = jAj=H, where H is the largest number in H. Then is a nite additive, internal uniform counting measure on the algebra of all internal subsets of H. The Loeb measure L is now the extension of st to the completion of the -algebra generated by all internal subsets of H, where st is the standard part map. Loeb measure behaves very much like Lebesgue measure on the unit interval 0; 1 of the standard real line.
In KL Keisler and Leth probe the similarities between a h yper nite time line H equipped with Loeb measure and a U-topology, and the standard unit interval 0; 1 equipped with Lebesgue measure and the natural order topology. They consider a cut U behaves nicely if it makes H much like 0 ; 1 . For example, considering the fact that 0; 1 contains a meager set of Lebesgue measure one, they call a cut U H a good cut if H contains a U-meager set of Loeb measure one. A cut is called bad if it is not good. Keisler and Leth discovered that most cuts are good and bad cuts are di cult to construct. In fact, they constructed bad cuts in some nonstandard universes under some extra set theoretic assumption beyond ZFC such a s 2 ! 2 ! 1 . They proved also in KL that a bad cut must bea t ype two cut see x1 for de nition and a type two cut must have both uncountable co nality and uncountable coinitiality. Given a cut U, the co nality o f U is the cardinal cofU = minfcardS : S U^8x 2 U 9y 2 S x y g and the coinitiality o f U is the cardinal coinU = minfcardS : S N r U^8x 2 N r U 9y 2 S y x g The questions whether there exists an nonstandard universe in which there are no bad cuts or no type two cuts or no cuts U with cofU ! and coinU ! are asked in KL . In J1 the author showed that 1 bad cuts exist in some nonstandard universe eliminating the need of the assumption 2 ! 2 ! 1 , 2 in any ! 2 -saturated nonstandard universe there exist cuts U with cofU ! and coinU !, 3 assuming b ! 1 , i.e. every B ! ! of cardinality 6 ! 1 is eventually dominated by some f 2 ! ! , then every hyper nite time line in any nonstandard universe has cuts U with cofU ! and coinU !. Later Shelah Sh proved a surprising result that every hyper nite time line in any nonstandard universe has cuts U with cofU = coinU without using any extra set theoretic assumption. Note that cofU = coinU implies cofU ! and coinU ! by ! 1 -saturation. This paper is a sequel to KL , J1 and Sh .
In the rst section we prove that every hyper nite time line in any nonstandard universe has type two cuts. The main idea of the proof is the combination of Shelah's method of constructing cuts U with cofU ! and coinU ! in Sh and Keisler-Leth's method of constructing type two cuts in KL . In the rst half of the second section we prove that if the nonstandard universe satis es the @ 1 -isomorphism property, than there exist bad cuts in every hyper nite time line. The proof uses a result from JS . In the second half of the second section we deal with very bad cuts see de nition below.
Suppose U is a bad cut in some hyper nite time line H. By KL, Proposition 4.5 H contains no U-meager set with positive Loeb measure. So if S H is a Umeager set, then S is either a non-Loeb measurable set or a Loeb measure zero set.
A cut U in H is called very bad if every U-meager set has Loeb measure zero. In the second section we prove that if the nonstandard universe satis es the @ 1 -isomorphism property, then for any cut U except U = H=N in a hyper nite time line H, there exists a U-nowhere dense set S H such that S 6 A for any internal A H with A 6 1, and A 6 S for any internal A H with A 6 0 we then call S has outer Loeb measure one and inner Loeb measure zero. So if U is a bad cut, then there is a non-Loeb measurable U-nowhere dense subset of H. Hence U is not very bad.
The reader is recommended to consult CK for background in model theory, to consult CK , L or SB for background in nonstandard analysis, nonstandard universes and Loeb measure construction. In this paper we shall write cardS for the external cardinality of the set S and write jAj for the internal cardinality of A when A is an internal set. Let R denote the set of all real numbers in a given nonstandard universe V . For each r 2 R we shall write r for the greatest integer less than or equal to r. We call a numberr 2 R bounded if there is an n 2 N such that ,n r n . Otherwise we call r unbounded. We call an r 2 R in nitesimal if for any n 2 N we have , 1 n r 1 n . We write r s if r , s is an in nitesimal. We call a set in nite if it is externally in nite.
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Type Two Cuts
Let's x a nonstandard universe V through out this section. Given a cut U. Let MU = fy 2 N : 8z 2 U yz2 Ug; where M suggests multiplication. Then MU is a cut and closed under multiplication. The cut U is called a type one cut if U = x=MU for some x 2 U or U = x=MU for some x 2 N r U. U is called a type two cut if it is not type one.
Mentioned in KL that type one-type two cuts are de ned in G . In this section we show that type two cuts exist.
Theorem 1 There are type two cuts.
Proof: In order to avoid multiple superscripts we write expa; b for a b when a; b 2 R and a 0. First we construct sequences ha n; : i and hb n; : i for all n 2 N simultaneously by a trans nite induction on ordinal such that for any n 2 N and ; 2 the following conditions are satis ed. a a n; and b n; are positive and unbounded in R. b a n; b n; . c ,! a n; a n; . d ,! b n; b n; . e a n; = expb n; ; 1=b 3 n+1; .
f + 1 ,! b n; +1 = expb n; ; 1=b n+1; . g + 1 ,! expa n; ; b n+1; 6 a n; +1 .
Suppose the construction is done up to stage . It is easy to see that for each n 2 N the sequence ha n; :
i is increasing, the sequence hb n; :
i is decreasing and all a n; 's are below all b n; 's. For each n 2 N let J n; = fx 2 N : a n; x b n; g:
We shall show that if J n; 6 = ; for all n 2 N, then the inductive construction continues. So when the construction can not go further, there must be an n 2 N such that J n; = ;. In this case, we shall use the sequence ha n; : i to de ne a type two cut.
Given any h yperinteger H, w e c hoose a decreasing sequence hd n : n 2 Ni in N r N such that d 1 6 H and expd n+1 ; d 3 n+1 d n for each n 2 N. The sequence hd n : n 2 Ni exists by overspill principle. For the rst step of the induction we choose b n;0 = d n and a n;0 = expd n ; 1=d 3 n+1 . It is easy to see that for = 1 the conditions c, d, f and g are vacuously true and the conditions b and e are trivially true. For a since d n+1 6 expd n ; 1=d 3 n+1 , then d n+1 6 a n;0 .
Suppose now the sequences ha n; : i and hb n; : i have been constructed such that for any n 2 N and ; the conditions a|g are satis ed.
Case 1: = +1 for some ordinal . For each n 2 N let b n; = expb n; ; 1=b n+1; and let a n; = expb n; ; 1=b 3 n+1; . We need to show that the sequences ha n; : + 1 i and hb n; : + 1 i satisfy the conditions a|g with replaced by + 1 . Note that the conditions b, d, e and f are trivially true. Claim 1.1 The condition g is true.
Proof of Claim 1.1: First we have b n+1; = expb n+1; ; b n+2; expb n+1; ; 3 = b 3 n+1; since b n+1; = expb n+1; ; 1=b n+2; and b n+2; 3. So we now have a n; = expb n; ; 1=b 3 n+1; = expexpb n; ; 1=b n+1; ; 1=b 3 n+1; expexpb n; ; 1=b n+1; ; 1=b n+1; = expexpb n; ; 1=b 3 n+1; ; b n+1; = expa n; ; b n+1;
Hence the condition g is true.
It is easy to see that c follows from g and a follows from b and c.
Case 2: is a limit ordinal. If there exists an n 0 2 N such that J n 0 ; = ;, then stop and the construction is nished. Otherwise choose c n 2 J n; for each n 2 N. Let b n; = c n and let a n; = expb n; ; 1=b 3 n+1; . We need to check that the sequences ha n; : + 1 i and hb n; : + 1 i satisfy the conditions a|g with replaced by + 1 . Note that b, d, e, f and g are trivially true. Claim 1.2 The condition c is true. Now by g we have expa n; ; b n+1; b n+1; +1 b n+1; +2 6 expa n; +1 ; b n+1; +1 b n+1; +2 6 expa n; +2 ; b n+1; +2 6 a n; +3 c n :
So expa n; ; c 3 n+1 c n . Hence a n; expc n ; 1=c 3 n+1 = a n; :
It is now obvious that a follows from c. This ends the construction.
Suppose the construction halts at stage for some ordinal . Then muct bea limit ordinal and there exists an n 2 N such that J n; = ;. We want to construct a type two cut U from the sequences constructed above. Let U = fy 2 N : 9 y loga n; g; where log is the logarithmic function of base 2. Let M = fy 2 N : 8 y b n+1; g: Claim 1.3 fy 2 N : 8 loga n; y logb n; g = ;:
Proof of Claim 1.3: Suppose the claim is not true. Let y 2 N such that loga n; y logb n; for all . Then for any we have a n; 2 y b n; :
This contradicts that J n; = ;: Claim 1.4 U is a cut. Proof of Claim 1.4: It is easy to see that N U. We w ant t o s h o w that U is closed under addition. For any x 2 U it su ces to show that 2x 2 U. Let x loga n; for some . Then 2x 2 loga n; = loga n; 2 logexpa n; ; b n+1; 6 loga n; +1 : So 2x 2 U. Claim 1.5 MU = M. Proof of Claim 1.5: Let x 2 M. Given any y 2 U, w e w ant to show that xy 2 U.
Let y loga n; for some . Then xy b n+1; loga n; = logexpa n; ; b n+1; 6 loga n; +1 : So xy 2 U. This shows that M MU.
Let x 2 N r M. We want to nd a y 2 U such that xy 6 2 U. By the de nition of M there is an such that x b n+1; . Let y = loga n; +1 + 1. Then y 2 U.
We now have xy b n+1; loga n; +1 = b n+1; =b 3 n+1; +1 logexpa n; +1 ; b 3 n+1; +1 = b n+1; =b 3 n+1; +1 logb n; +1 : Since b 3 n+1; +1 expb n+1; +1 ; b n+2; = b n+1; ;
we have b n+1; =b 3 n+1; +1 1. So xy logb n; +1 . So xy 6 2 U. This shows that MU M.
Claim 1.6 xM 6 = U for any x 2 U and x=M 6 = U for any x 2 N r U.
Proof of Claim 1.6: Given any x 2 U. We want to show that xM 6 = U. Let x loga n; for some . For any y 2 M we have xy b n+1; loga n; = logexpa n; ; b n+1; 6 loga n; +1
by the condition g. So xM f1; 2; : : : ; loga n; +1 g. Hence xM 6 = U because loga n; +1 + 1 2 U r xM. Given any x 2 N r U. We want to show that x=M 6 = U. By Claim 1.3 there is an such that x logb n; . For any y 2 M we have x=y logb n; =b n+1; = logexpb n; ; 1=b n+1; = logb n; +1 : So f1; 2; : : : ; logb n; +1 g x=M. Hence x=M 6 = U because logb n; +1 2 x=M rU.
Combining all those claims we have that U i s a t ype two cut. 2
Remarks: 1 In the de nition of type one type two cuts and in the proof of Theor e m 1 w e never use ! 1 -saturation. So type two cuts also exist in any non-! 1 -saturated nonstandard universe or any nonstandard model of Peano Arithmetic.
2 The use of R when we construct sequences ha n; : i and hb n; : i is not necessary because we can replace a n; and b n by a n; and b n; , respectively. 3 Since a cut U with cofU = coinU in a nonstandard universe may not be a t ype two cut, Theorem 1 is stronger than the result of Shelah in Sh mentioned in the introduction. Let's introduce the -isomorphism property for any in nite regular cardinal .
Given a nonstandard universe V . Let L be a rst-order language. An L-structure A = A; : : : is called internally presented in V if the base set A is internal in V and the interpretation in A of each predicate symbolor function symbolof L is internal in V . Let's x a nonstandard universe V . V is said to satisfy the -isomorphism property if the following is true.
For any rst-order language L with cardL and for any t wo i n ternally presented L-structures A and B, i f A and B are elementarily equivalent, then A and B are isomorphic.
The -isomorphism property was suggested by Henson H1 . It is shown in H1 that the -isomorphism property implies -saturation. The -isomorphism property implies also that any t wo in nite internal sets have same external cardinality because they are elementarily equivalent as structures of empty language. See H1 , H2 , J2 and JK for the existence of nonstandard universes satisfying the -isomorphism property. In JS there is an equivalent form of the -isomorphism property in terms of the satis ability of some second-order types. This equivalent form makes the use of the -isomorphism property very easy. Let's state this result JS, Main Theorem below.
Lemma 2 Let be any in nite regular cardinal. Then the -isomorphism property is equivalent to the following:
For any rst-order language L with cardL , for any internally presented L-structure A and for any set of L f Xg-sentences ,X, where X is a new n-ary predicate symbol not in L, if ,X T h A is consistent, then ,X is satis able in A, i.e. there exists an n-ary relation R A n where A is the base set of A such that A; R j = 'R for every 'X 2 ,X.
Remark: The original proof of JS, Main Theorem has a minor restriction on , e.g. i ! . But this restriction can been easily removed by using -saturation. See Sch .
We need also an equivalent form of the bad-ness of a cut from KL . An internal function f with domf = f1; 2; : : : ; L f g for some L f 2 N is called an internal sequence. Given a cut U, a strictly increasing internal sequence f of positive i n tegers is called a crossing sequence of U if for any x 2 U there exists a y 2 rangef U such that x y . The following lemma is a part of KL, Proposition 4.5 .
Lemma 3 A cut U is bad i for any crossing sequence f of U the internal sum Proof: Fix a nonstandard universe V satisfying the @ 1 -isomorphism property. Given any hyper nite time line H = f1; 2; : : : ; H g in V , we want to show that there exist bad cuts in H. First we de ne an internally presented structure A. Let F = ff : f is an increasing internal sequence from f1; 2; : : : ; L f g for some L f 6 H to Hg:
Then F is internal. De ne an internally presented structure A = H F R; H; F; R ; S ; 6; +; ; n n2N ;
where A = H F R is the base set of A, H and F are unary relation, R is a ternary relation sucht that ha; b; fi 2 R i f 2 F , a 2 domf and fa = b, S is a function from F to R such that for any f 2 F Sf = L f ,1 X m=1 fm=fm + 1; h R; + ; ; 6i is the real eld in V , and n is a constant of the structure for each n 2 N. Let L bethe language of A. Note that the following L-sentences are true in A. n = 9xHx^x n8 yHy ,! y 6 x for each n 2 N, and = 8f8x8yFfĤ xĤ y^x y ,! 9gFg^rangeg = rangef x; y :
Let X 6 2 L bea unary predicate symbol. We de ne ,X to bethe set of L f Xgsentences which contains exactly the following:
' 1 X = 8xXx ,! H x ' 2 X = 8x8yx 6 yĤ x^Xy ,! Xx ' 3 X = 8x8yXx^Xy ,! Xx + y n = 8fFf8 xXx ,! 9 y9zRy;z;f^Xz^x 6 z ,! Sf n for each n 2 N. Note that the sentences ' 1 X, ' 2 X and ' 3 X say that X is a cut in H. The sentences n X for n 2 N say that if f is a crossing sequence of X, then the internal sum Sf is unbounded. So ,X describes that X is a bad cut by Lemma 3. So if ,X is satis able in A, then H must contain a bad cut. By Lemma 2 it su ces to show that ,X T h A is consistent.
Let A 0 bea countable elementary submodel of A. Then T h A 0 = T h A. If we can show that ,X is satis able in A 0 , then it is clear that T h A ,X is consistent. Then Sg is also bounded because Sg 6 Sf i . Since f i is a crossing sequence of U, a i 2 U and b i 6 2 U, then g is also a crossing sequence of U. Hence L g is unbounded since no nite sequence could bea crossing sequence of any cut. By the condition d we know that g has a jump from a i+1 to b i+1 , i.e. gk 6 a i+1 and gk + 1 b i+1 for some k 2 domg. So g can't bea crossing sequence of U, a contradiction.
We n o w do the inductive construction. Choose any a 1 and b 1 in H 0 such that b 1 =a 1 is unbounded for example, a 1 = 1 and b 1 = H. Suppose we have found ha i : i k i and hb i : i ki for some k 1 such that they satisfy the conditions a|d. We need to nd a k and b k . Let g 2 F 0 besuch that rangeg = rangef k,1 f x 2 H 0 : a k,1 6 x 6 b k,1 g: Remarks: 1 We don't know if it is true that bad cuts exist in any nonstandard universe without the @ 1 -isomorphism property.
2 The @ 1 -isomorphism property is equivalent to the @ 0 -isomorphism property plus ! 1 -saturation see J3 and Sch . In fact every n 2 N is de nable in A. So it is only for convenience to add constants n into the structure A.
3 Given any hyperinteger L and K in H such that K=L is unbounded. Then we can make the bad cut U sitting between L and K, i.e. L 2 U and K 6 2 U. To do this, just add L and K as constants of A, add the sentences XL and :XK to ,X and let a 1 = L, b 1 = K at the beginning of the inductive construction. See KL, Proposition 7.10 for the motivation of this remark.
Next we show that the @ 1 -isomorphism property implies the non-existence of very bad cuts.
Theorem 5 The @ 1 -isomorphism property implies that for any hyper nite time line H = f1; 2; : : : ; H g and for any c 2 H such that c=H 0 there exists an X H such that 1 X has outer Loeb measure one and inner Loeb measure zero, i.e. jAj=H 1 for any internal A H with X A, and jAj=H 0 for any internal A H with A X, 2 for any x; y 2 X if x 6 = y, then jx , yj c.
Proof: We use same method as in the proof of Theorem 4. Let's x a nonstandard universe V satisfying the @ 1 -isomorphism property. Let P bethe set of all internal subsets of H. So P is internal. De ne an internally presented structure A = H P R; H; P; 2; ; +; ; 6; c ; n n2N ;
where A = H P R is the base set of A, H and P are unary relations, 2 is the natural membership relations between the elements of H and the elements of P, is a function from P to R such that for any A 2 P , A = jAj=H, h R; +; ; 6i is the real eld in V , c and n for each n 2 N are constants. Let L be the language of A and let X bea new unary predicate not in L. Let ,X be the set of L f Xg-sentences which contains exactly the following:
has inner Loeb measure zero. So we are done if we can show that ,X is satis able in A. By Lemma 2 we need only to show the consistency of ,X T h A. Let A 0 be a countable elementary submodel of A. It su ces to show that ,X is satis able in A 0 . Let A 0 = H 0 P 0 R 0 bethe base set of A 0 and let P 0 = fA n : n 2 Ng. We want to construct sets fx n 2 H 0 : n 2 Ng and fy n 2 H 0 : n 2 Ng such that for each n 2 N a A n 1 ,! x n 6 2 A n , b A n 0 ,! y n 2 A n , c x n 6 2 S m n fx 2 H 0 : x m , c 6 x 6 x m + cg f y m : m n g and y n 6 2 S So we can choose x n in above set. Now let J n = I n f x 2 H 0 : x n , c 6 x 6 x n + cg: Then J n 0. Let y n 2 A n r J n if A n 0 and y n 2 H 0 r J n otherwise. This ends the construction. Let W = fx n : n 2 Ng. It is clear that A 0 ; W j = 1 W . By the rst part of c we h a ve A 0 ; W j = 2 W . By a we h a ve A 0 ; W j = ' n W for every n 2 N and by b and the second part of c we have A 0 ; W j = n W for every n 2 N. So ,X is satis able in A 0 . 2 Corollary 6 The @ 1 -isomorphism property implies that there are no very bad cuts.
Proof: Given any hyper nite time line H = f1; 2; : : : ; H g and given a bad cut U H. Since the cut H=N is a goodcut, then U 6 = H=N. Let c 2 H=N r U. It is easy to see that c=H 0. Let X H be the set obtained in Theorem 5. Then X is a
